**Classical Program Areas of Study.** Courses that can serve as prerequisites or satisfy requirement 1a:

**Art and Archaeology:**

200 The Art and Archaeology of the Ancient Near East and Egypt  
202 Greek Art: Ideal Realism  
203 Roman Art  
204 Pagans and Christians: Urbanism, Architecture and Art of Late Antiquity  
300 Greek Archaeology of the Bronze Age  
301 The Art of the Iron Age: The Near East and Early Greece  
302 Myths in Greek Art  
305 Greek and Roman Architecture  
306 Classical Athens: Art and Institutions  
308 Roman Cities and Countryside: Republic to Empire

**Classics:** Any CLA course

**Comparative Literature:**

326 Tragedy  
330 Literature and Law

**Greek:** Any 200- or 300-level CLG course

**Latin:** Any 200- or 300-level LAT course

**Hellenic Studies:**

346 Introduction to Byzantine Civilization

**History**

290 The Scientific Worldview of Antiquity and the Middle Ages  
343 The Civilization of the Early Middle Ages  
344 The Civilization of the High Middle Ages

**Humanistic Studies**

205 The Classical Roots of Western Literature  
216 From Antiquity to the Middle Ages: Literature and the Arts  
217 From Antiquity to the Middle Ages: History, Philosophy, and Religion

**Near Eastern Studies**

331 The Ancient Near East  
332 The Near East from Alexander to Muhammad  
345 Introduction to Islamic Law
Philosophy

205 Introduction to Ancient Philosophy
300 Plato and His Predecessors
301 Aristotle and His Successors

Politics

301 Ancient and Medieval Political Theory

Religion

251 The New Testament and Christian Origins
252 The Early Christian Movement
337 Religious Quests of the Greco-Roman World: The Magical Arts and Astrology
340 Judaism in the Greco-Roman World
343 Jews, Gentiles, and Christians in the Ancient World